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2015 is Scotland’s Year of Food and Drink – a chance to spotlight 
and celebrate Scotland’s wonderful natural larder to our people and 
visitors. It’s a great opportunity for Edinburgh’s tourism businesses and 
a fantastic platform to push eating and drinking forward in the thinking 
of locals and visitors alike.
Edinburgh already has much to be proud of, especially in its twinkling 

belt of Michelin-starred restaurants. That said, for every gourmand 
seeking memorable fi ne dining, our city will also be visited by an 
independent traveller on a tiny budget, a family looking for relaxed 
eating, a whisky connoisseur focused on what’s in their glass, or a 
business person looking to unwind with a plate of something simple but 
satisfying at the end of a long day.
Food, drink and tourism are inextricably linked, and getting it right is 

above all about authenticity – whether that’s a perfect pint in an historic 
pub, a steaming bowl of porridge, a simple picnic packed with local 
ingredients or fabulous hospitality. Helping visitors discover distinctive 
food and drink will enhance their Edinburgh experience and lead to 
repeat bookings and increased profi ts.
After all, whether they’re here for a half-day stopover or a fortnight 

of festival fun, everyone’s got to eat. And if you can help your visitors 
experience the best of what’s on offer – either through what you serve 
or by linking up with other businesses – you’ll be onto a winner.
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Take Three . . . 
‘Where should we go to eat?’ is probably one of the most 
frequently asked questions from visitors.  Challenging yourself, 
and your team, to be able to list three places to suit every 
budget or occasion is a great way to always have an answer 
at your fi ngertips. To help you, we’ve included a number of 
updated ‘Take Three’ tips throughout this guide. They’re there to 
inspire you and give you a few ideas – please add and substitute 
your own local favourites when you’re talking to your customers.

INTRODUCTION
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THE
CONTEXT
IN SCOTLAND......

IN EDINBURGH......

75%
of visitors want to try regional 
specialities and local produce

Overnight visitors spend nearly 

£1 million 
per day on food and drink 

Edinburgh is the UK’s most 
popular city break 
destination, outside London

Visitors spend 

25% 
of their budget 
on food and 

drink

71% 
of visitors visit a 

restaurant during 
their stay. 

60% 
go to a pub 

or a bar.

Every year,
2 

million
day trips 
are made 
specifi cally
to eat out

Visitors will pay up to

15%
more for Scottish food

Take Three FOR SUPER-LOCAL SOURCING
AIZLE No set menu, just cooking 

what’s goodEARTHY Their brand is a by-word 
for careful sourcingTHE GARDENER’S COTTAGE 

Picture-perfect with their 
own garden produce too

25%

LONDON

EDINBURGH

JUNE

 

M T W T F S S

£1m £1m £1m £1m £1m £1m £1m

£1m £1m £1m £1m £1m £1m £1m

£1m £1m £1m £1m £1m £1m £1m
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FOOD TOURISM

THE RISE AND RISE 
OF FOOD TOURISM

The idea of visiting a city purely because of its food and drink isn’t exactly 
new. But the emergence of food tourism – putting food and drink front 
and centre of the visitor’s experience – has taken off in recent years.
In fact, recent research from VisitScotland highlighted ‘food-loving 

culturalists’ as an important visitor segment for Edinburgh. Visitors like 
these are likely to be knowledgeable about the food and drink scene 
generally and will use travel review sites to plan every aspect of their trip. 
Food and drink won’t necessarily be the driving force behind their choice 
of destination, but once they’ve picked a place they’ll look carefully at 
options for eating and drinking.
While the food-loving culturalist may well enjoy high-end dining, 

they’re not always looking for a gourmet experience. Instead, they want 
authentic local encounters. Their focus is on ‘the real city’ – quality 
ingredients, distinctive locations, interesting attractions and steering clear 
of cliché. They want something real and accessible.

‘THESE 
VISITORS 
WANT 
AUTHENTIC 
LOCAL 
ENCOUNTERS’

Take ThreeMODERN SCOTTISH
FIELD Tiny bistro punching well 

above its weight  
BLACKFRIARS Simple laidback 

food with friendly service  

TIMBERYARD Sophisticated 

yet relaxed, great use of 

local ingredients

➜MAKE IT WORK FOR YOU

Talk to your visitors about why they decided to visit Edinburgh. How important was food and drink? Start to build 
a picture of your typical visitor’s budget and preferences. It doesn’t have to be high-end and it doesn’t have to be 
tourist-focused. If you love a pub because the bar staff are friendly and they pull a great local pint, chances are your 
visitors will too.
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‘We already had a very successful restaurant in Manchester, but it 
wasn’t enough for me – I wanted to play on a bigger stage. It had to 
be a major city, it had to be special. There had to be a wow factor. 
Although we wanted to be in a major tourist city, critically the locals are 
brilliant here. There’s a vibrant culture of eating and drinking, people 
know what they’re talking about. There was also a real groundswell of 
talent – Martin Wishart, Tom Kitchin, Jeff Bland were all here. I wanted a 
challenge and I knew the combination of visitors, locals and fellow chefs 
would give us that.

‘Edinburgh has so much going for it and that’s before you even start 
thinking about produce and ingredients. The water is amazing, the milk 
is sweeter, even the burger vans on the street sell amazing Angus beef.

‘Edinburgh’s the opposite of a chain city – there are so many artisans 
and entrepreneurs doing it their own way. The diversity is amazing. My 
theory is it’s a refl ection of the festival scene – we’re used to people just 
doing their own thing, there’s no wrong way, just degrees of right. Every 
footstep, every mouthful is exciting.’

EDINBURGH’S
PLACE ON THE STAGE

Copenhagen’s success was 
spearheaded by one restaurant: 
Noma, which was named best 
restaurant in the world for three 
years running at the start of the 
decade. The trickle-down effect of 
its success has been extraordinary. 
The city now boasts 13 Michelin-
starred restaurants as well as 
countless other bars, cafés and 
restaurants, all underpinned by the 
‘New Nordic Kitchen’, a ten-point 
manifesto for sourcing, cooking 
and eating built on a fi ercely local 
larder with clean, simple and 
accessible ingredients at its heart.

Also driving this boom is local 
pride: people are happy to talk to 
visitors about the city’s success and 
share their own top places to eat, 
while food and drink businesses 
have been quick to develop their 
own take on the Nordic Kitchen, 
using the same fantastic, local, 
ingredients as the top chefs.

CASE STUDY:

COPENHAGEN

With fi ve Michelin stars, Scotland’s incomparable 
natural larder on its doorstep, big brands converging 
on the city and new bars, cafés and restaurants opening 
all the time, it’s safe to say Edinburgh’s food and drink 
scene is thriving. Chef-proprietor Paul Kitching opened 
21212 in 2009, gaining a Michelin star shortly after. He 
explains why Edinburgh is the place to be.

DID YOUKNOW?Edinburgh has
5 restaurants with 

Michelin stars. That’s

more than any other
UK city apart

from London.

‘FOOD LOVING CULTURALISTS’

This kind of visitor enjoys cultural 
activities, so with a little thought 
you can easily help them build their 
itineraries. Where’s good to eat by 
the castle? What about pre-theatre? 
What’s happening during their 
visit that’s a little bit special, like 
an opening, a pop-up or a special 
taster menu? Food-loving culturalists 
embrace technology and social 
media, so think how your own virtual 
presence can support their specifi c 
needs. Do you have links to local 
restaurants? Do you tweet about 
great food experiences you’ve had? 
Make it easy for browsers to visualise 
a great trip, packed with great food 
and drink and things to do. 
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GOURMET DELIGHTS

Edinburgh’s fi ne-dining scene is burgeoning and the 
high-end experience is going strong (did we mention 
those Michelin stars?). While it won’t suit everyone’s 
budget, a visit to one of Edinburgh’s top restaurants is an 
unforgettable experience.
 
➜MAKE IT WORK FOR YOU

It may be a cliché, but reservations really are essential. 
If you’re an accommodation owner, talk to visitors when 
they fi rst book with you: if eating in one of Edinburgh’s 
most exclusive restaurants is on their to-do list, offer 
to make a booking for them. Remember midweek and 
lunchtimes are often less busy, and lunch usually offers a 
top-rank experience at a signifi cantly reduced cost.
 

CASUAL DINING

Hot right now, casual dining includes everything from 
cafés to small lunch places through to bistros and 
brasseries. This is where you’ll often fi nd the best of 
modern Scottish cooking: young cooks and chefs 
who are passionate about using Scottish ingredients 
in innovative ways, often using cheaper cuts or 
unfashionable ingredients to deliver great food that 
pleases pockets too.
 
➜MAKE IT WORK FOR YOU

Even hard-working hospitality staff go out to eat 

sometimes, so talk to your team and suppliers about 
what’s happening in Edinburgh to share the gossip and 
news.
 

PUB GRUB

Edinburgh’s pub scene is changing, with bars like The 
Vintage and Abbeyhill’s Safari Lounge revitalising old 
boozers with craft beers and simple, delicious food, often 
served all day and into the evening – perfect for a pit-
stop or snack.
 
➜MAKE IT WORK FOR YOU

Get in touch with bars near you to see how you can work 
together. Maybe you could put together a special offer or 
package for your visitors? And don’t forget to tell visitors 
to say you sent them when they go to your local.
 

STREET FOOD

With its roots in the markets and gathering places of Asia 
and South America, street food is fi nding its place on the 
Edinburgh map, despite weather which makes eating on 
the go a little challenging at times. Perfect for a quick 
lunch, takeaway or even something to heat up later, 
street food is an ever-changing feast.
 
➜MAKE IT WORK FOR YOU

This scene moves fast, so keep up at list.co.uk or through 

HAVE IT YOUR W

GO M G S
nd

THE EDINBURGH SCENE
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Twitter. Look out for street food vendors particularly 
around markets and student areas. Get to know local 
vendors and which days they’re located in certain spots. 
And don’t forget the salt and sauce – fi sh and chips are 
Edinburgh’s traditional street food, so make sure you can 
direct visitors towards a good local chippie, as well as a 
spot to sit down and eat them.
 

POP-UPS AND MARKETS

Award-winning restaurant The Gardener’s Cottage 
got their start at the Edinburgh Farmers’ Market (every 
Saturday, 9am – 2pm) with a regular stall selling their 
food direct to browsers. The Stockbridge Market (every 
Sunday, 11am – 5pm) is another good place to spot 
rising talent.
Pop-up restaurants – temporary restaurants operating 

from spaces like disused shops or buildings which are 
used for a different purpose during the day – are also 
fantastic fun. Their ‘here today, gone tomorrow’ nature 
means visitors feel part of something unique and special 
– a real way to eat like a local.
 
➜MAKE IT WORK FOR YOU 

The easiest way to experience a pop-up is to hold one 
yourself! Why not team up with operators like Jelly + Gin 
to hold a one-off event or celebration, like the successful 
Burgher Burger collaboration.

R WAY. . . From pop-ups to fi ne dining, visitors 
can experience food and drink in 
more ways than ever before. We 
unwrap some of the highlights

BESPOKE FOOD EVENTS 
Special food and drink events are a 
great way to connect with your visitors. 
The creative team at food events 
company Jelly + Gin share their tips: 

▲ Put yourself in your visitors’ shoes 
and look at every element of the 
experience – from the marketing 
materials, to getting them involved on 
social media, to the fi rst thing they’ll 
see when they walk through your door. 

▲ Get them involved, whether that’s 
smelling, touching, listening or 
watching – engage their senses. 

▲ If budgets are tight, focus your 
efforts. For example, if you’re hosting 
a sit-down meal, most time is spent at 
the table, so concentrate on making 
it look good. You can source table 
decorations from charity shops and 
auctions, or get creative and DIY. 

▲ Lighting is vital, but again doesn’t 
have to be dear. We once lit a whole 
event with hundreds of tea lights in 
different-sized jam jars. Beautiful, easy 
and inexpensive! 

THE EDINBURGH SCENE

Take Th
ree

HIDDEN GEMS

THE DEVIL’S ADVOCATE 

Atmospheric bar in the heart of 

the Old Town

DIVINO ENOTECA Updating the 

wine bar beautifully

PANDA & SONS Cocktails 

in a fake barber’s 

shop
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Seasonal and local have long been the buzzwords 
associated with quality eating and drinking, as more and 
more people want to eat great, local food at its best.
This drives the best of Scottish cooking – fresh seasonal 

food, rigorously sourced, often featuring cheaper cuts and 
ingredients. It’s a broad church – it can just as easily be a 
great sandwich (artisan bread, locally grown salad, ham 
from high-welfare pigs farmed down the road) as a six-
course tasting menu. And while the food couldn’t be more 
local, it doesn’t wear its tartan heart on its sleeve: it uses 
the best from Scotland’s larder and presents it with quiet 
pride, rather than a full pipe band.
More than 70% of potential visitors to Scotland say they 

want to sample traditional dishes, regional specialities 
and fresh local produce. That means things like haggis, 
shortbread, whisky, salmon and shellfi sh are likely to remain 
high on most visitors’ ‘must try’ lists. Embracing this desire 
for the traditional, adding an up-to-date twist of humour 
and style and using the best of the larder means visitors are 
as likely to encounter a beautiful partridge breast with pearl 
barley, as a bar snack of haggis pakora, or a hearty bowl 
of Cullen skink featuring a carefully sourced Finnan haddie. 
And there’s never an apology for a simple plate of smoked 
salmon served with just a wedge of lemon and fresh bread.

➜MAKE IT WORK FOR YOU

Make the most of what’s on your doorstep and steer away from 
the mass-produced and bland. Whether you offer a sweetie at 
check-in, or a full Scottish breakfast, chances are there’s a local 
supplier offering an alternative that’s full of character, without 
the cliché. This can mean a little bit of effort and sometimes 
higher costs – but a little of something great usually goes further 
than a lot of something bland.

WHY WE 
CAME TO 
EDINBURGH: 

CHRIS AND 
JEFF GALVIN  

‘We’ve always had an admiration and love 
of Scotland, and the wonderful produce we 
have been fortunate enough to work with for 
almost forty years. Edinburgh is very much 
on everybody’s radar in London as a great 
restaurant destination thanks to the brilliance of 
the chefs working there.

Our fi rst impression was of a city made up of 
a wonderful tapestry of architecture, culture 
and atmosphere, and so, for any chef it is a 
very special place to put their style of cuisine on 
the table.

It’s a great place to visit because it is so 
welcoming and we have found that Edinburgh 
people have been very generous with their time 
and sharing the secrets of the city.’

 
▲ Chris and Jeff Galvin are the Michelin-
starred chefs behind The Pompadour by 
Galvin and the Galvin Brasserie de Luxe, 
both based at The Caledonian Hotel.

Based on a working farm in the Borders, 
Billerwell Farm B&B have focused on making a 
quality breakfast a real draw for their guests. 
They’ve worked hard to source almost all of 
their regular ingredients locally – eggs, honey 
and jam all come from small local farms and 
the butcher in the nearest town supplies their 
meat. They’ve found local relationships make 
life easier – for example, as well as being a 
great source of expertise, their butcher bills 
them monthly, cutting down on paperwork. In 
return, guests will often visit the butcher to 

pick up a pack of sausages to take home. 
And while the headline costs seemed 

higher, they’re convinced they 
are getting great value, 

simply saying, ‘Good 
products go further 

and taste 
better.’ 

THE BIG TREND: 
NATURALLY SCOTTISH

HOW THEY DO IT: 

BRILLIANT BREAKFASTS

MODERN SCOTTISH
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PACKAGED TOURISM
Many visitors like to fi nd some food and drink items to take home as souveniers. 

Finding items of good quality helps reinforce their good food experiences in the city.

HOW WE DO IT: 

CRANACHAN AND CROWDIE

Based in the Royal Mile, Fiona McEwan 
and Beth Edberg opened Scottish grocer 
Cranachan and Crowdie in 2012.

 
‘We got the idea for the shop because we 
owned a self-catering fl at and we liked to 
leave a Scottish welcome basket for our 
guests. They often asked us where they 
could buy traditional Scottish products 
and we realised there was a gap in the 
market. We’re not trying to compete with 
the supermarkets, we’re trying to offer our 
customers local, beautiful products with a 
story behind them.

When it comes to gifts, small is beautiful. 
So many people come on budget fl ights 
with hand luggage only, so something fl at 
like shortbread or chocolate is the perfect 

thing to take home. In fact, shortbread was 
the biggest surprise for us – when we fi rst 
opened we didn’t even stock it! But it’s now 
our single biggest-selling item.

We know the stories behind our products 
because our customers are interested in 
them; they want to know what’s behind the 
wrapper and they don’t want that to be a 
huge factory somewhere in Europe. They’ll 
pay more for small batches of food made 
with real heart and soul. 

I think it’s important to look at every 
aspect of an operation. Hoteliers will spend 
hundreds of pounds on linen and wallpaper, 
but when it comes to offering a biscuit to 
their visitors they’ll cut corners. Instead, we 
should be proud of what we can produce 
and celebrate it.’

r, 

FOOD SOUVENIRS

HAGGIS
It’s always worth a 
visit to Crombies on 
Broughton Street, 

while award-winning Macsween’s haggis 
is available online and from most 
supermarkets. 
➜Make it work for you: Veggie haggis 
is a great alternative for visitors who 
aren’t too keen on offal.
 

SALMON AND 
SMOKED FISH
Smoked salmon is 
available everywhere, 
but for something 

special send visitors to Welch’s Fishmonger 
at Newhaven harbour, or Armstrong’s of 
Stockbridge, where they cure and smoke 
their own. 
 

SHORTBREAD
Pinnies and Poppy 
Seeds in St Mary’s 
Street are making 

a name for their homemade shortbread 
and biscuits, while local manufacturer the 
Shortbread House is available from Jenners 
Food Hall.
➜Make it work for you: Even better, 
suggest visitors call into registered charity 
The Edinburgh Repository on Castle 
Street to see if any home baking has 
been dropped off for sale that day.
 

SWEETS
For hard sweeties, 
try the Toddle-In on 
Cockburn Street, 

for fudge and tablet head for the Fudge 
Kitchen on the Royal Mile.
 

TATTIE SCONES
Again, they’re available 
from most supermarkets, 
but for homemade, try 

the fantastic deli breakfast at the Broughton 
Deli.
 

CHOCOLATE
Handmade chocolate 
is having something of 
a moment. Look out for 

chocs from Perthshire’s Charlotte Flower or 
Iain Burnett, the Highland Chocolatier for 
something really special.
➜Make it work for you: East Lothian 
based Chocolate Tree make their own 
chocolate from bean to bar, and serve 
it up in their tiny Bruntsfi eld café, where 
the single origin hot chocolates are 
particularly luscious.

TAKE-HOME TRADITIONS
Of course there’s more to shopping than haggis and whisky, but that’s often where visitors want to start. Here’s our tips to help 
your visitors buy traditional food souvenirs, with a little bit of a twist.
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EATING WITH CHILDREN
Previous ETAG research suggested eating out as a family is an area where visitors sometimes fi nd 
Edinburgh lacking. More and more venues are readjusting their family offering, realising visitors are 
still looking for that local touch, even with the kids in tow

Anna and Mike Christopherson run a string of fi ve 
Scandinavian-themed bars across the city. Joseph 
Pearce and Hemma are particularly child-friendly. 
Anna explains how they do it.
  

‘After I had my own children I realised there weren’t 
many places to take them where I could also eat and 
relax, so when we opened Joseph Pearce we wanted to 
create a good space for children.
The food was the easiest part – we wanted to keep 

things simple and we wanted to avoid processed and 
fried foods. That meant pasta, homemade meatballs, 
pancakes, small bowls of soup. Basically we offer 
the kind of food we give our own children at home, 
sourced locally where we can, like the rest of our 
menu.
For babies and small children you have to think 

about the practical side of things. We have microwaves 
to heat up baby food, we’re laid-back about parents 
bringing in their own food for tots. We’ve also created 
play spaces – children don’t want to be stuck in a chair, 
they like to move around. We train our staff carefully. 
They’ll help with buggies and don’t bat an eyelid if a 
group of parents want to rearrange the furniture! We 
have a few parents’ groups who meet in the pubs and 
we’re always asking them what they want to see.
Being family-friendly has been hugely positive for us: 

the bars are buzzing during the day and families are a 
core element of our business.’  

➜MAKE IT WORK FOR YOU

▲ Ask your customers what they’d like to see for children 
– often something simple like cheese on toast or snack 
boxes of dried fruit, or smaller, pared-down portions of 
your regular menu will be enough. 

▲ If at all possible, try and set aside some space for 
children to move about and play.

▲ Don’t be afraid to segment your space and your hours 
– if you’re happy to have children on premises during 
the day but not at night that’s fine. Just make sure you 
communicate this clearly to your customers.

HOW WE DO IT: 

FAMILY-FRIENDLY PUBS

CAFÉ CASSIS 
French bistro-style 
cooking with a huge 
enclosed back garden 
– defi nitely one for 
sunny days

CITY ART CENTRE 
Café arts venues have 
a reputation for being 
good with small people 
and the City Art Centre 
is no exception

VITTORIA 
Two popular, busy 
Italian restaurants, 
notable for their long-
running partnership 
with Cash for Kids 
which lets children eat 
for £1

SKYLARK CAFÉ
Song circles, junior 
book groups and a 
playroom make this 
Stockbridge café a 
great choice for wee 
ones

FAMILY FRIENDLY

4 MORE FOR FAMILIES
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GRAB AND GO

OK, the sun doesn’t shine every day, but when it does encourage visitors 
to make the most of it with a walk, a view, and a perfect picnic lunch. 
Here’s our pick of the best spots, with handy spots to buy the feast.
 
• THE ROYAL BOTANIC GARDEN One of Edinburgh’s most beautiful, 
tranquil spots, the Botanics have their own restaurant, café and coffee bar 
and there’s usually an ice-cream van parked outside in the summer. Earthy 
Canonmills is close by for picking up a sandwich or simply grabbing a loaf, 
some perfect tomatoes and a slice of cake for a more ad-hoc spread.
 
• THE MEADOWS Where Edinburgh comes out to play on hot days, with a 
fantastic playpark. Peter’s Yard is right in the heart of the action, perfect for 
grabbing an open sandwich and cup of coffee, or one of their traditional 
cardamom buns.
 
• PORTOBELLO Home to Edinburgh’s only beach and a thriving community. 
The Beach House Café is guaranteed to be mobbed on a hot day, but slices of 
excellent cake (some of which are supplied by local home-bakers) eaten while 
strolling along the prom is one of life’s little pleasures. 

HOW THEY DO IT:

PATCHWORK  
Based just outside Edinburgh, the 
Secret Herb Garden brings together 
its owners’ passions of herbs, food 
and vintage furniture. Head there 
to buy kitchen chairs, eat lunch, 
celebrate a wedding or just watch 
their resident bee colony. They’ve 
also built strong connections with 
other businesses. Their herbs and 
edible fl owers supply the pick of 
Edinburgh’s restaurants, they’ve 
worked with Pekoe Teas to create 
their own range and they stock a 
hand-picked range of local products 
in their shop. Come the summer 
they’ll be branching into picnics, 
which customers will be able to buy 
and eat anywhere on site.

➜MAKE IT WORK FOR YOU

Putting together a picnic is a 
great way to celebrate local 
produce. Include good bread 
and fresh fruit (the Secret Herb 
Garden are growing nectarines, 
grapes and apricots). Adding 
in a locally produced beer and 
veggie crisps is a nice touch.

DELI-CAFES 
Valvona & Crolla (Elm Row) 
has long reached legendary 
status as an Italian-focused 
treasure trove of picnic-
perfect produce. Equally 
nibble-worthy, this time with 
a focus on Scottish produce, 
is the Edinburgh Larder on 
Blackfriars Street.  

BAKERIES 
At the top of Easter Road, the 
exceptional Manna House 
also has a tiny café. If it’s 
a sweet treat you’re after, 
the West Port’s Lovecrumbs 
majors in homemade cakes.

TAKE-AWAYS 
Cockburn Street’s Baked 
Potato Shop offers huge 
tatties with interesting 
veggie and vegan toppings, 
while on Forrest Road, 
Union of Genius, Scotland’s 
fi rst soup café, offers six 
different varieties each day.

ON THE STREET 
Some of Edinburgh’s former 
police boxes have now been 
repurposed as food and 
coffee stops. Tupiniquim 
on the Middle Meadow 
Walk is worth a detour for 
a surprisingly wide range 

of Brazilian specials, while 
Bollywood: The Coffee Box, 
serves curries and pakora 
from Bruntsfi eld Links. 

JUST A COFFEE 
Edinburgh’s been slower than 
other cities to jump on the 
‘caffeine is god’ bandwagon, 
but you can now get a pretty 
good cup in most areas. Brew 
Lab on South College Street 
takes its coffee seriously, 
while Artisan Roast’s beans 
can be found in many city 
cafés, as well as their own 
in Broughton Street and 
Bruntsfi eld Place.

PICNIC PICK-ME-UPS 

PICNICS 

Take Th
ree

GREAT VIEWS

TOWER RESTAURANT Stunning 

vista atop the Museum of Scotland

HARVEY NICHOLS Beautiful, 

especially as the sun goes down

CONTINI CAFFÉ & 

CANNONBALL Up-close 

castle views

OTHER PLACES FOR A QUICK BITE 

Even the simplest of picnics can made into something special 
if you direct visitors towards great produce. Edinburgh has a 
good range of delis, bakeries, patisseries and independent 
shops to oblige
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WHISKY GALORE
Although most of Scotland’s distilleries are found further north or west of Edinburgh, the 
capital is often the fi rst stop on the whisky trail for enthusiasts, while many other visitors 
will be eager for an informed fi rst introduction to the water of life

So where should visitors go to taste whisky? As 
always, it’s important to fi nd out what they’re 
looking for. Between whisky buffs, those who ‘just 
want to try it once’ and people who want to round 
out their whisky knowledge, the right option is out 
there.                                             
Pairing whisky with food is one way to please 

couples or groups who may have different tastes: 
if the drams aren’t going down well, there’s always 
dessert to look forward to. The Whiski Rooms on 
the Mound have a contemporary menu, dedicated 
tasting room and regular tastings where whisky 
is paired with cheese and chocolate (bookings 
recommended). Sister bar Whiski also offers a 
well-edited range of whisky cocktails.
For a more traditional nip, the Bow Bar (West 

Bow) is unashamedly old-school, with a range 
of hundreds of malts and knowledgeable staff 
making it a sure bet for whisky lovers.
For serious buffs, there’s the Scotch Malt Whisky 

Society. Unfortunately their bars are member-only 
(single membership costs from £122) but their 
Dining Room on Queen Street is open to the 
public and offers a whisky-matched tasting menu.
For the story behind the glass, the Scotch Whisky 

Experience on the Royal Mile includes a tour 
covering whisky heritage and making, followed by 
a complimentary taster and the chance to try more 
in the well-stocked bar and shop.

➜MAKE IT WORK FOR YOU

Show visitors how to taste whisky with 
our tasting notes

Swirl a nip of whisky in a tasting glass to release 
the aromas. Smell it, then take a small sip and swirl 
around your mouth, noting how it tastes. Is it dry or 
smooth? Sweet or not? Does the liquid feel heavy? 
What does it remind you of? Let your imagination go 
wild. Note, adding water to whisky is far from a crime 
– in fact, many whiskies need a good dash of water to 
‘relax’ and release their fl avour.

THIRSTY WORK

Take ThreeFOR THE COCKTAIL HOUR 
BRAMBLE Premium cocktails in 

relaxed clubby cubby-hole

BOND NO.9 Impeccable cocktails 

make this Leith bar stand out
48 BELOW Friday night 

comedy, with cocktails? 
Yes please 
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Whisky isn’t the only drink with local connections 

THE OTHER 
NATIONAL DRINKS
BEER

There have been breweries in Edinburgh 
for hundreds of years and the city is 
now in the forefront of a new ‘craft 
beer’ movement, with new small outfi ts 
focusing on smaller batches of ales 
and lagers.  Look out for names like 
Barney’s Beers, now brewing from the 
Summerhall arts complex (formerly the 
Dick Vet school, itself the site of a former 
brewery), where you can sample the 
beer in the onsite Royal Dick bar. In 
Leith, Pilot and Liquid are start-
up microbrewers to watch, while 
Newington-based Carbon Smith 
Brewing specialise in unusual 
fl avours like cardamom and 
chocolate for their stouts and 
beers.
In Loanhead, recently 

expanded Stewart Brewing 
(see How We Do It, left) 
welcomes visitors to their 
brewery, while one of 
the pioneers in the fi eld, 
Aberdeenshire-based 
BrewDog, has grown like 
fury recently and now 
has their own bar in the 
Cowgate.
For traditionalists, the 

Caledonian Brewery is 

Edinburgh’s last old-style brewery. It’s 
been operating for over 140 years and 
is the home of favourites like Deuchars 
IPA and Caledonian 80/-.
 

GIN

New local producers are riding the 
zeitgeist of the fashion for premium, 
artisanal gin. Edinburgh Gin produces 
small batches in a 200 year-old copper-
pot jenny from their Rutland Place 

base, where a well-stocked bar and 
regular distillery tours have all the 
ingredients necessary for a pleasing 
afternoon spent amongst the 
botanicals. Also look out for NB Gin, 
made just down the coast in North 

Berwick, and Pickering’s Gin, 
distilled at Summerhall.

Gin’s not just for sipping 
either, with a range of gin-
based activities in the city. As 
well as the aforementioned 
distillery tours, Hendricks 
usually has a strong festival 
presence – last year’s 
Carnival of Knowledge pop-
up majored on cocktails – 
while Summerhall celebrates  
World Gin Day in June with 
a mini-festival, including 
distillery tours.

➜MAKE IT WORK FOR YOU

Stock local: look for drinks with a strong local connection, either to sell or pop 
in a welcome basket. Tell your visitors where to fi nd local drinks – keep up to 
date on Twitter, as things move fast. Maybe you could join forces with a local, 
independent off-licence, setting up an in-shop tasting or securing a special 
deal for visitors to buy some local drinks, either during their stay or to take 
home?

It’s not all about alcohol. With 12 cans 
of Irn Bru bought every second, Scotland 
is one of the few countries where the 
most popular soft drink is not Coke. This 
independence of spirit is perhaps what’s 

fuelling the latest micro-trend of indie 
soft drinks. Quirky Roots Soda is made 
in Granton and stocked in a number 
of bars and retailers across the city; 
newcomer Cry Baby Soda uses unusual 

ingredients like lavender and lovage in 
its retro-styled softs; and Brechin-based 
Ella Drinks have been using Scottish 
berries to create their grown-up juices 
such as Bouvrage since 1998.  

THIRSTY WORK

HOW WE DO IT:

STEWART 
BREWING  

Founder Steve Stewart explains 
how a move to purpose-built 
premises has helped him share 
his enthusiasm for beer with 
others.

 
‘When we built the new brewery 
we wanted to make it a very open 
environment. We do group tours 
most Thursdays and Fridays, it’s 
very interactive. We now have 
a big outside space and we’re 
exploring what that could mean 
for parties, launches and events. 
We’ve also launched the Craft Beer 
Kitchen. We provide everything 
needed to create a beer: 
ingredients, recipe ideas, bottles 
and labels. Parties come in, have a 
great time creating their own brew, 
then come back and pick up their 
very own beer a couple of weeks 
later.’

➜MAKE IT WORK FOR YOU

Book brewery tours for your 
visitors at stewartbrewing.co.uk

SOFTLY, SOFTLY
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FESTIVAL FOOD

CULTURE VULTU

For many visitors, ‘the Edinburgh festival’ means the Edinburgh Festival 
Fringe, which will run from 7–31 August this year. Ticket sales broke 
the 2 million barrier in 2014, a 12% rise on 2013 sales. It’s a huge 
explosion of colour, noise and laughter and food plays a vital part in 
the celebrations.

➜MAKE IT WORK FOR YOU

In August, normal eating rules are suspended. Encourage visitors to go with 
the fl ow and eat on the go. Many restaurants suspend reservations; most are 
incredibly busy, so a quick pit-stop is often the only way to be sure of catching 
the next show.

Along with extended drinking hours, street food really comes to the fore in 
August – keep up with what’s hot with the List’s weekly festival issues.

If visitors want a break from the bustle, it’s a good idea to have a few 
recommendations for interesting places just out of town. Portobello, North 
Berwick, South Queensferry and Linlithgow are all accessible by public 
transport and ideal for a wee break and a quiet lunch.

EATING ON THE FRINGE

IN AUGUST, 
NORMAL 

EATING 
RULES ARE 

SUSPENDED

Take Th
ree

FOR SOMETHING DIFFERENT

INDABA Spanish/Venezuelan/

S.Africa
n/Scottish

 goes down a treat

TANJORE Authentic S
outhern 

Indian cuisine = dazzling dosa

PUNJABI JUNCTION Cooking 

from Leith locals, se
rved 

with a side of

charm
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FESTIVAL FOOD

TURES With a thriving, year-round arts and events 
scene as well as its world-beating festivals, 
combining food and drink with culture is a 
unique part of the Edinburgh experience

The Fringe is just one of 12 offi cial festivals 
in Edinburgh each year, which together bring 
over four million visitors to the city, spending 
around £37 million on food and drink. Here are 
some tips to help you make the most of these 
festivals of opportunity.

▲ The Imaginate Festival is a festival of theatre for 
children and young people, while the Storytelling 
Festival in October also has a strong young people’s 
strand. Why not put together a packed lunch pack for the 
youngsters, with oatcakes, Scottish apple juice and maybe 
some soft fruit to keep their energy up.

▲ The Edinburgh International Book Festival takes 
place in August, but you can celebrate Edinburgh’s links to 
writing at any time. There are a number of literary walks 
in Edinburgh, some of which include a pub-crawl element, 
but you could also put together your own ideas based on 
famous Edinburgh books and writers.  

▲ The Edinburgh International Film Festival takes 
place in June – and no trip to the cinema is complete 
without some (quiet) sweets to share. Local chocolate is 
a great idea, or you could even make popcorn with your 
own fl avour combinations. The Film Festival is usually 
arranged around different themes, so you could offer a 
drink to match, for example a classic American cocktail to 
match last year’s American Dreams strand.

▲ The Edinburgh Mela sees a small food village on-site, 
but could also be a jumping-off point for visitors to try 
some of Edinburgh’s thriving Indian restaurants.

CURTAIN UP

The Fringe is just one of 12 official festivals

Edinburgh’s theatres have big-ticket shows throughout the 
year. Pre-theatre dining is very much part of the scene so 
make sure you are able to recommend nearby restaurants to 
your customers.
Pre-theatre doesn’t have to be about the traditional two-

course meal though. If you own a bar, pub, or casual eating 
place make it work for you. A fi xed-price sharing plate or light 
meal with a drink, served speedily, will still pull the crowds in.

HOW THEY DO IT:

FOOD & DRINK TOURS  
Eat Walk Edinburgh offer ‘walking tours for foodies’, which 
include stop-offs at various bars, restaurants and shops for 
tastings. It’s a great way to fi nd out more about the city’s food 
and drink scene and discover some hidden local treasures. The 
long-standing Edinburgh Literary Pub Tour inevitably has 
more of a focus on drink than food, but offers an engaging 
insight into the city’s social and cultural history.

You could also put together your own tour for visitors. This 
could be as simple as a card left on tables or in-room with:

▲ A couple of pubs and a suggested drink in each one – 
like a local beer or gin, or a themed cocktail

▲ A couple of recommendations for lunch and dinner

▲ A nearby shop to pick up some treats or a bottle of 
wine for later.

To take it further, talk to the other owners and managers about 
setting up specifi c offers, for example a special cocktail or 
menu deal available when visitors show the route card. Ask 
them to share the card with their own customers too (make 
sure your business is on there!). It’s a great way to build local 
relationships and recommendations.

➜MAKE IT WORK FOR YOU

There’s always something going on in Edinburgh, so 
make a note of events and fi nd out if your customers 
are here for a specifi c reason. If you have a guest house 
full of runners during the Edinburgh Marathon Festival, 
what sort of things might they want to eat and drink? 
Something simple, like leaving a Stoats porridge bar 
in their bedroom shows a personal touch, as well as 
showing off one of our best national products.
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BRINGING IT ALL TOGETHER

START WITH YOUR CUSTOMER:

▲ Before they even arrive, start to get 
a sense of what sort of things they’re 
interested in. Suggest booking them in 
for dinner somewhere for their fi rst night.

▲ When you get the chance, check 
in. Where have they just been, 
what are they doing now? Are they 
wondering where to go next? Have 
recommendations for food and drink 
up your sleeve. Be able to talk about 
different options, for example lunch or 
pre-theatre deals for those on a budget.

STAY UP TO DATE

▲ When you work in the trade going 
out and trying a new place might be the 
last thing you want to do on your night 
off, but it’s important to know what’s 
happening in the food and drink scene.

▲ Try setting up a noticeboard in a 
staff area and encourage the team 
to jot down openings, closings and 
recommendations.

▲ When you do go out, chat to other 
owners and managers and start to build 
relationships.

SHOUT ABOUT WHAT YOU DOING

▲ If your bacon is from Ayrshire and 
your salad sourced from East Lothian, 
say that on the menu.

▲ Make sure your team understand the 
menu and can explain any unfamiliar 
terms (like Cullen Skink, for example).

▲ Use Scottish produce to sell more. Ask 
if your customers want to try something 
local, then show them where that can 
be found on your menu, or be able to 
recommend a nearby place.

▲ Talk, talk, talk to your team and 
customers about our great food and 
drink – it really will pay dividends.

TABLE TALK
Eating and drinking is fundamentally about communication: people coming together to share 
food and talk. So putting some thought into how you communicate about food and drink can 
help your business achieve more. The good news is, a lot of these ideas don’t cost a penny!

START WITH YYOUOOUR CUSTOMER:

Take Th
ree

 FOR SEAFOOD

ONDINE Glamour and glitz, with 

impeccably sourced seafood

FISH EATERY Witty, s
lightly retro 

menu, with their own chip shop 

sauce

C-SHACK New venture 

based down in 

Newhaven
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INFO SOURCES

THE LAST WORD . . .
If you do one thing after reading this guide, get out and about and talk to colleagues in 
local businesses. The more you talk, the more ideas you’ll have about working together 
to make the most of the food and drink opportunities on your doorstep. Cheers!

PUTTING THE SOCIAL
IN SOCIAL MEDIA
 

Social media is a great way to fi nd out more about 
what’s going on in Edinburgh. It’s also something visitors 
increasingly use, both before and during their stay. There are 
plenty of free ways to increase your reach.
 
FRESHEN UP
No photo on Facebook? No website on Twitter? Make sure you complete every 
part of your profi le, giving visitors as many ways as possible to interact with 
you. Keeping on top of your social media outlets can feel like a job in itself, but 
it really is vital to keep your content fresh and frequently updated. Tools like 
TweetDeck and HootSuite can help you manage things and allow you to use one 
piece of content in different places, giving you more coverage.
 
FOLLOW YOUR FRIENDS
Social media-savvy visitors will use your presence to build a mental map of 
Edinburgh and where your business fi ts in, so follow – and crucially, interact with 
– quality local food and drink businesses. Credit, tag and link to your suppliers, 
mention the places you like to visit, or comment on a new product or opening. 
And make time to read social media too, so you’re on top of what’s happening 
in the city.
 
FIND YOUR COMMUNITY  
Setting up groups or communal pages is a great way to expand your 
reach and do more than is possible on your own. For example, 
Broughton Street has an active Facebook page 
which profi les all sorts of businesses, from 
restaurants to shops, as well as being a 
focal point for community events. Sharing 
status updates draws more people to the 
individual pages as well as helping create 
that all-important buzz about the street.
 
FEEL FREE TO RESPOND
Don’t be afraid to say thanks for a great 
review, or to challenge one you feel is unfair, 
professionally and positively, of course. 
Join in the conversation – the more you 
get involved, the more visible you’ll be 
to potential customers.

ETAG delivers a range of social media 
workshops. Keep up to date with 
what’s on offer by registering at 
etag.org.uk

p ,
page 

fa

a 

air, 

The List magazine is published bi-

monthly (weekly in August) while 

list.co.uk is Scotland’s largest online 

listings and entertainment website. 

Food.list.co.uk is its dedicated food 

and drink site, with independent 

reviews of hundreds of bars, pubs, 

cafés and restaurants in Edinburgh, 

Glasgow and the surrounding areas, 

as well as news on openings and 

closings. 

The List also publishes its 

comprehensive and authoritative 

annual Eating and Drinking guide 

each April. It’s a great resource for 

guest bedrooms, receptions and 

guest areas.

Other free local magazines include 

Bite, a monthly mini-guide to 

eating and drinking in Edinburgh, 

while i-On Edinburgh covers the 

fashionable end of the scene.

On the web, bloggers like 

Lunchquest Edinburgh (lunchquest.

co.uk) Edinburghlicious 

(edinburghlicious.wordpress.com) 

and the fabulous Mrs Monkfi sh 

(mymonkfi sh.com) are all worth a 

follow.

KEEPING IN TOUCH
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FOOD EVENTS LISTING

4–19 APR

GASTRO FEST
Various venues, Edinburgh, 

sciencefesitval.co.uk

Science and gastronomy converge at 

this food-focused mini-fest organised by 

Edinburgh International Science Festival. 

Food producers, chefs and mixologists 

help sciencey types explore the experiences 

of taste, disgust, pleasure and other 

aspects of consumption through demos, 

workshops, exhibitions and discussions. 

15–16 MAY

SUMMERHALL AND 
BARNEY’S BEER FESTIVAL
1 Summerhall, summerhall.co.uk. 

An ale-fi lled weekend with breweries 

including Barney’s, Williams Brothers 

and Fyne Ales hosting stands alongside 

residents Pickering’s Gin.

12–13 JUN

SCOTTISH JUNIPER 
FESTIVAL
1 Summerhall, fb.com/

ScottishJuniperFestival. 

Two nights of drink and fashion to 

celebrate World Gin Day.

18–21 JUN

THE ROYAL HIGHLAND 
SHOW
Royal Highland Centre, Ingliston, 

royalhighlandshow.org

Part agricultural show, part food festival, 

part family fun day out, with everything 

from motor, equine and craft programmes 

to food, drink and children’s activities.

7–9 AUG

WHISKY FRINGE
Mansfi eld Traquair, 15 Mansfi eld Place, 

royalmilewhiskies.com. 

Held in the magnifi cent Mansfi eld Traquair 

church, this annual event from Royal Mile 

Whiskies features around 26 exhibitor 

stands and over 200 whiskies to sample 

each day.

7–9 AUG

FOODIES FESTIVAL 
EDINBURGH
Inverleith Park, Arboretum Place, 

foodiesfestival.com. 

Michelin starred and award-winning chefs 

cook up a storm alongside offerings from 

local producers and workshops for food 

lovers young and old.

EARLY SEP

EAT, DRINK, DISCOVER 
SCOTLAND
Royal Highland Centre, Ingliston, 

eatdrinkdiscoverscotland.co.uk

A showcase for Scottish regional foods 

with producers across Scotland on 

show alongside skills materclasses and 

education workshops.

EARLY OCT

EDINBURGH RESTAURANT 
FESTIVAL
Various venues, Edinburgh, 

thisisedinburgh.com

A celebration of the capital’s dining scene 

with a fortnight of offers, special menus, 

food and drink events, city food tours, 

tastings and promotions across a wide 

spread of restaurants, venues and food 

shops.

LATE NOV-EARLY JAN

EDINBURGH’S SCOTTISH 
MARKET
St Andrew Square. 

Show you’re blue-and-white through 

and through at this local food and drink 

market, with seafood, craft beer, butteries 

and other tasty treats for sale. Part of 

Edinburgh’s Christmas.

Any food and drink event 

being planned during 2015 can 

benefi t from the Year of Food 

and Drink Toolkit available from 

visitscotland.org. In addition, any 

food-related event taking place 

locally can by listed free on The List 

website. Simply submit information 

at list.co.uk/update/event-listing/

In association with

DRINKING

EATING &

EDINBURGH & GLASGOW

Guide DRINKINGEATING &EDINBURGH & GLASGOW

Guide

FOOD & DRINK EVENTS 2015
A round-up of the more prominent events and festivals celebrating local food and drink 
taking place during 2015, designated Scotland’s Year of Food and Drink

LOOK OUT FOR
THE NEW LIST EATING & DRINKING 

GUIDE OUT APRIL 2015
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EDINBURGH FARMERS’ MARKET

Every Saturday between 9am and 2pm, 
Castle Terrace
 
Around 55 producers regularly attend the market, selling 
local meat, fi sh, eggs, cheese, fruit and veg, honey and 
jam, beer, bread, chocolate and chutney. It’s a great 
way for people to have a wander, fi nd out more about 
Scotland’s food and stock up the self-catering cupboards. 
Most stall-holders offer wee tastes and there’s always a few 
options for hot drinks and snacks.

Elsewhere in the city, the Stockbridge Market (every 
Sunday, 11am – 5pm) has a good balance between food 
and craft retailers and stalls serving food to eat on the spot. 
There are often buskers playing and places to sit down and 
relax. The Grassmarket also hosts a food and craft market 
on Saturdays (10am–5pm). Smaller markets also take place 
on Saturdays on York Place (The Tram Stop Market), on 
Fridays inside Waverley Station (@Platform 2) and monthly 
in the suburbs of Portobello and Morningside.

➜MAKE IT WORK FOR YOU

Most stallholders supply to trade so it’s well worth a 
visit to fi nd out what type of produce is available to 
you and your business.

FREE
LIST EVENTS

WIDGET
The List offers a widget and 
events feed that’s an easy 
way for you to insert real-

time, upcoming local events 
onto your website or blog. The 
information feed can be easily 
tailored to suit your business, 

locality or topic (including 
food and drink). The widget 
and feed are free: fi nd out 
more at widgets.list.co.uk

CONTRIBUTORS

Take Three  FOR COFFEE OR TEA
CASTELLO COFFEE CO Tiny shop, 

big coffee
ANTEAQUES Over 80 brews to 

choose fromETEAKET Perfect cuppa in 

the heart of the city

SLOW FOOD 
EDINBURGH
Under its 
distinctive 

snail symbol, 
recognised 

by discerning 
gastronomes 

the world 
over, the 

international 
Slow Food Movement is 

represented in Edinburgh by 
a local convivium (or chapter) 

that regularly organises 
tastings, visits, ‘big-table’ 
meals, fi lm screenings and 

link-ups with supporters 
around the city and 

surrounding area. For more 
see slowfoodedinburgh.com 

or follow on Twitter.

NBURGH

ol,, , 
d 
ng g
es
d
e 
nal 

EDINBURGH 
TOURISM 

SHOWCASE
A free, one-day, one-stop-

shop event which gives 
everyone in the tourism sector 

the opportunity to network, 
exchange information and 

stay up to date with the best 
tourism products Edinburgh 
has to offer. Learn directly 
from some of Edinburgh’s 

top tourism businesses 
and get the latest news 

from attractions, festivals, 
events and tour operators. 
The Showcase is a friendly, 
informal event – you can 

drop in for 20 minutes or stay 
for the day. For 2015, the 

Showcase will be expanded 
to include food and drink so 
make sure you get along to 
fi nd out more – register with 

etag.org.uk to keep up to 
date with the latest info on 

the event.
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Edinburgh is increasingly recognised as a dynamic dining 
destination on the European stage and with visitors to the city 
spending nearly £1 million every day on food and drink, there is 
a great opportunity for tourism businesses to tap into this growing 
market. This specially commissioned guide offers a wealth of 
information, inspiration and ideas to help local businesses give their 
visitors a great experience, build partnerships with other businesses 
and develop new products.

Further information and resources:
For local food and drink forums around Scotland scotlandfoodanddrinknetwork.org

Scottish Enterprise’s Experiencing Scotland experiencingscotland.com

Enhancing the local food provision at events readyforevents.co.uk

The Think Local campaign supporting local projects and events through the Community Food Fund communityfoodfund.co.uk

VisitScotland’s Taste our Best accreditation scheme for restaurants, bars, cafés and food outlets 
visitscotland.com/about/food-drink/taste-our-best

Insights and practical guides for tourism businesses tourism-intelligence.co.uk

ETAG etag.org.uk and The List list.co.uk

The List has covered arts, culture and what’s on in and around Edinburgh and Glasgow 
for the past 28 years. Its fl agship annual Eating & Drinking Guide is in its 22nd year and 
covers nearly 1000 places to eat out across the two cities. 

This guide has been produced by The List in partnership with 
Edinburgh Tourism Action Group (ETAG) with funding support from Scottish Enterprise.
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